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As the crypto market thrives, investors are increasingly drawn to cutting-edge AI crypto tokens.
Among these, Solana stands out due to its unparalleled speed and scalability, making it a prime
choice for numerous projects, especially in the realm of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In 2024, Solana
Coins have emerged as sought-after investment options, and AI coins built on this platform are
revolutionizing industries with their innovative applications.

Here, we present the top 3 AI Coins on Solana that are setting the market ablaze in 2024. These
tokens represent the future of AI and blockchain technology, offering investors a unique opportunity
to capitalize on the growing demand for intelligent solutions.

BTCC, one of the longest-running crypto exchanges in the world,  supports trading for
300+ cryptocurrencies with leverage ranging from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading
cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up for BTCC.
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The Graph (GRT)

The Graph serves as a groundbreaking indexing protocol, facilitating the extraction and querying of
data embedded within blockchains. It harnesses the power of Artificial Intelligence as its
cornerstone, transforming blockchain data into a readily accessible and searchable format. This
innovation is invaluable for developers striving to formulate queries on blockchain data with
unprecedented efficiency and speed.

Boasting a sophisticated operational framework, The Graph processes a staggering 500 million
queries daily, supporting a vast network of decentralized finance wallets on Solana. By leveraging
AI-driven indexing, it has achieved a remarkable 90% reduction in query times, revolutionizing data
retrieval to be both swift and effective.
The following sets forth the GRT to USD Chart

The Graph Chart

GRT USDT-margined perpetual futures contract with a leverage of up to 50x is available on
BTCC, you can directly click the button below to trade The Graph (GRT)⇓ 
[TRADE_PLUGIN]GRTUSDT,GRTUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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Synesis One (SNS)

Synesis One stands as a pioneering decentralized platform that specializes in leveraging AI for data
annotation. It ingeniously integrates multiple crowdsourcing avenues to meticulously label and
organize extensive datasets, a cornerstone for fostering robust AI model training. By fostering a
global community comprising over 10,000 annotators, Synesis One consistently delivers high-caliber
and diverse data annotations.

This formidable community has accomplished a remarkable milestone, completing over 1 million
data annotation tasks. Their unwavering commitment to precision has significantly contributed to
enhancing the accuracy of AI models by an impressive 30%, underscoring the platform’s impactful
role in advancing AI capabilities.
The following sets forth the SNS to USD Chart

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/promotions/lp-seo-new?slug=0112&utm_source=GW_SEO&inviteCode=%20&utm_medium=APP&utm_campaign=APP_AD3_104630
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https://operation.onelink.me/yxkn/th3k4yjp


Synesis One Chart

Nosana (NOS)

Nosana revolutionizes software development by seamlessly integrating AI technology with DevOps
practices, fostering automation and streamlining soft development processes. The platform
empowers developers with advanced tools for continuous integration and delivery (CI/CD), enabling
them to harness AI-powered insights to refine code optimization and bolster deployment efficiency.

Remarkably, Nosana has slashed deployment times by a substantial 40% across its user base,
managing over 2,000 projects within CI/CD pipelines. Furthermore, the integration of AI features
has resolved over 50,000 code issues, significantly enhancing software quality and reliability.
The following sets forth the NOS to USD Chart

Nosana Chart
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Why Choose Solana for AI projects?
Solana distinguishes itself with its unparalleled transaction speed and minimal fees, making it a
premier choice for AI projects that necessitate swift and cost-effective processing. It guarantees
real-time AI processing, eliminating any lag or delay, and empowers efficient scaling capabilities to
adeptly address troubleshooting challenges.
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Solana vs Ethereum: Which Blockchain Platform is Better?
While Ethereum remains a formidable force in the cryptocurrency landscape, it faces challenges in
terms of speed and scalability. In contrast, Solana’s innovative algorithm shines, delivering faster
network speeds and reduced transaction fees. Solana’s swift block times facilitate quicker
transactions, catering to the need for efficiency. However, Ethereum boasts a robust ecosystem,
pioneering leadership in DeFi and NFT markets, underscoring its unique strengths and contributions
to the industry.
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Conclusion
The AI coins on Solana selected in this article are based on our research along with its gaining
potential. Also, multiple factors such as growth rate, total active nodes, lead investors, etc. are
covered. Therefore, any investor or trader can have trust over our list of the coins and select the
best one to invest in 2024. In summary, the best  AI coins on Solana for 2024 include:
The Graph (GRT): Indexing protocol for querying and extracting data with efficiency of
90%
Synesis One (SNS): Decentralized Platform for High-Quality Data Annotation with over
10,000 annotators
Nosana (NOS): Empowering DevOps with AI and Blockchain Integration by reducing 40%
deployment time

However, crypto landscape is quite volatile. All investors are advised to do enough homework and
stay with great caution before making any decision regarding AI coins.
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